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Decision No. 78802 -----------------
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 
SOUTHERN, CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
for orders of the Public Utilities 
Commission of the State of California 
authorizing Ap~licant to increase rates 
charged by it for electric ,·service. 

Application No. 52336 
(Filed December 1, 1970) 

" (See List of Appearances in Appendix A) 
. . 

OPINION ....... ~ ......... -- ...... 

The Southern california Edison Company (Edison) seeks 

to increase its rates for intrastate electric service by approxi-
metely $128,000,000 annually. The Co~1ssion staff asserts that 

this increase should be $87,100,000 annuslly plus an offse.; in 

1972 for any wage increases in 1972. 

After due notice, 29 days of public hearings were held 
before Commissioners J. P'. Vukasin, Jr., and D. W. Holmes, and 

Examiner Robert Barnett. The matter was submitted on April 16, 
1971, subject to the filing of briefs, whieh ha"',e been received. 

On March 10, 1971) Edison requested an interim order to increase 
rates by $15,700,000; the request was denied (Decision No. 78441 
dated March 16, 1971). 
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I 

BACKGROUND 

Edison is the second largest electric utility in the 
United States among investor-owned utilities which derive at 

least 90 percent of their revenue from electric operations .. 

Edison serves customers in 15 counties of central and southern 

California, 'With a population of over 7,330,000· people. As of 
December 31, 1969", there were about 2,500,000 meters installed, 

of which more than 88 percent were for domes'Cic service. In 
addition to selling electric power ~o domestic ~. industrial 
users, Edison also sells to various cities for resale by those 

cities. Also, electric power is sold to, purchased from, or 

interchanged with the Pacific Gas & Elec"tnc Company, San Diego 

Gas & Electric Company, Arizona. Public Service Company, the 

Department of \~ater & Power of the City of Los Angeles, the 
Metropolitan Water District, the State of California.,. the United 

States Bureau of Reclamation, and 48 Pacific Northwest and 

California uti1ities~ 

At the end of 1969, Edison owned and 0p¢rated 36 

hydroelectric plants; 14 steam elect:i.c generating plants, 

includi'D.g one nuclear plant and one coal-fired plant, both 

jOintly owned with other utilities; six gas turbine electric 

generating plants; and two diesel elect=ic generating plants, 

with a total effective operating capacity of 9.4 million 

kilowatts. Additionally, Edison has 575,000" kilowatts of fir:n 
", 

capacity available under the terms of purchased power agreements 

and 277,000 kilowatts of operating capacity from Hoover Dam. 
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The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is owned 

80 percent by Edison and 20 percent by San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company. l'wo additional units are to be installed and operated 
by 1977. Additional generating capacity is being constructed 
or planned for at Ormond Beach in Ventura County, B~tington 

Beach in Orange County, in the Four Corners units located near 

Farmington, New Mexico, and at the Mohave Generati~g Station 
in southern Nevada. 

II 

RATE OF RETURN 

Probably the most important function in rate making 

is that of fixing the rate of return which a utility will be 

allowed to' earn on capital invested in the business. The 
return includes the interest payable by the company on its 

long-term debt, dividends ~n preferred stock, and earnings 

on common equity. It 1s a percentage expression of the cost 

of capital utilized in providing service. It is just as real 
a cost as that paid for labor, material and supplies, or any 
other item. neeessary for the conduct of business'. , 

In determining reasonable rates, it is customary 
for the operations of a company to be examined for a period 

of one year.. '!'his yea.r is known as the "test year" and could 
be A,year in the recent' past, a year that overlaps with the 

CommiSSion hearings on rates, or a year in the near future. 
In this case, the test year chosen was 19.72. Because Edison 
expects to issue some $250,000,000 of senior securities 
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between the termination of this rate ease and the end of 1972~, 

the usually routine determination of embedded cost of senior 
capital, that is, the cost "f bonds and pref1erred stock which 

are fixed by the terms of the offering, has been made more 
complex because we must estimate the costs of these future 

issues in a highly volatile market. These same factors, 
future test year and volatile market, make the usually complex 
task of determining the reasonable return on common equity 

even more difficult. 

A. Edison's Ev:tdence 

Edison presented one witness, Smith B. Davis, its 
financial vice president, to testify on the subject of the 
fair rate of return. He stated that the return on common 
equity should be 13 percent and that the cost of new debt 

and preferred stock issued in late 1971 and 1972 should be 

est1mated at 7-1/2 percent. In his opinion a rate of return of 
8.30 percent over-all is reas(\nable with an initial ::ate of 

return of 8.5 pereent appropriate to allow for earnings erosion 

of .20 percent to .25 percent per year. He said that one of 

the reasons that Edison requires 13 pereent on cOlllml)n equity 
is that the return on coramon must be higher than current 
interest rates in order to' provide any incentive for the 

investor to put his money into the higher risk common stock; 
fu.-thcr, 13 percent is justified because Edison uses accel-
erated deprec1~tion on a flow-through oaSis, which causes 

higher risk in terms of return on co~~ equity. 

-4-
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However, his strongest emphasis was placed on the 

compariso'C. of 2arnings between Edison and other companies 

as shown in Table 11 of his financial exhibit, and Edison's 
after tax interest coverage. Table 11, modified, shows: 

20 Utilities 

Mean 
Median 

High 
Low 

Edison 

Return and Capitalization Information 
20 Electric Operating Utilities 

1965-1969 ' 

5-Year ~_d-Year Average 
Return Return Common 

Mid-YeGr 1969 
Return Return 

on Total on Common Equity on Total on Common 
Capital Equity Ratio Capital Equity 

8.041- 13.27% 40.141- 8.18% l2.82'-
8.06 13.18: 40.12 8.18, 12".38-
9.71 16.31 54.25 10.46 ' 16.48 
6.72 10.08 32.62 ' 6,.60 8".,14 

7.03: 11.21 37.50 6.91 10.37 
1970 (ttovember 1970 Estimate) 7.26 11.00 

"', 

1971 (November 1970 Estimate) 7'.01 9.68 
1972· (November 1970 Est1m.o.te) 6$5·' 8.14 
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37.941-
37.62 
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He explained the significance of Table 11 as follows: 

"This table tabulates the return on capital 
and the return on equity and the common 
equity ratio for the 20 cOQpan1es for the 
five yeArs, 1965 through 1969, and for mid-
year 1969. It may be noted that Edison's 
return has, over the five-year period, 
averaged only 7.03 percent, as compared to 
both the mea,n and median for the 20 companies 
of more than 8 percent. The return on common 
equity, which for Edison has averaged 11.21 
pe:-cent over the period, has averaged 13.27 
percent for the 20 companies, with a median 
of 13.18 percent. 

"In spite of its lower return on equity, 
Edison's equity ratio has averaged 37.5 
percent vs. more than 40 percent for the 
20 companies. For the year 1969~ the 
return on total capital for the 20 companies 
averaged 8.18 percen-=, and the return on 
equity averaged 12.82 percent. This may be 
compared to the esttmated return on total 
capital for Edison for the year 1970, which 
includes a full year's operation with the 
rate levels granted in Decision No. 76106 
of 7.26 percent and on common equity of 
11 percent, in spite of the fact that 
Edison's equity ratio continues to be lower 
than that of either the average or median 
of the 20 utilities. 

"It may be noted that in the absence of rate 
relief, Edison's return on equity in 1972 
will fall to the level registered for the 
lowest return on equity of any of the 20 
companies. It's probably also worthy of note 
that of the 20 utilities listed, three-fourths 
have either requested or have been ~anted a 
rate increase since January 1, 1969." 
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In regard to interest coverage he pointed out that 
Edison's interest coverage has been consistently eroding from 

3.35- times in 1964 to 2.61 times estimated for 1970. He said' 
that in the absence of rate relief it will decline to 2.22 

ttmes in 1972 and would, almost certainly result in a loss of 

Edison's Aa bond rating. He asserted that a 13 percent return 

on equity in 1972 would result in a coverage of 3.12 times 
interest. A continued erosion of times interest coverage, in, 

his opinion, would lower Edison's bond rating which would 

result in higher interest costs and would perhaps render 

Edison's bonds illegal for a number of institutionnl investors. 
He said that it was important to keep Edison finan-

cially strong. For the five years ending December 1969, 

Edison went to the money markets for $879,000,000 of new 
money. Over the next five years Edison will be required to 

raise an additional $1.2.billion of new money_ Edison is now, 
and shall continue to be, competing for the investor's dollar 

to a greater extent than it h~s in the past. He recognizes 

thAt competition extends to all who will be seeking inves.tors' 

fUnds, and Edison is asking for a return more nearly comparable 

to the average of those with whom Edison is most directly 
competing, namely, other electric companies. 

On cross-examination he testifi~d that on December Z, 

1970, Detroit Edison issued $100,000,000 of bonds which were # 

priced to the public to yield 8:.15 percent. The next day, 

Edison bro'l.:ghe :0 market $100,000,000 of bonds ~,hich w~re 
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priced to the public at 7.85 percent. He said that he has 
experienced no difficulty in selling Edison's bonds and that 

the costs incurred by Edison in the sale of bonds reasonably 

compared with those of other Aa rated electric utility issues. 
He stated that in March 1970, Edison raised its dividends from 

$1.40 a year to $1.50 and that Edison stock is the second most 
widely held electric utility stock in the country. 

In his opinion it is not appropriate to- 'compare 
Eclison with gelS companies, telephone companies, or industrial 

companies because electric companies have operating character-
istics more stm11ar to Edison than those companies. Although 
he could have very easily included cert~in combination gas end 
electric companies in his comparison, he didn't think his result 

would have been significantly different. He felt that the 

companies he did compare are representative companies. operating 
in many geographic areas of the country~ 

Edison has been protecting its interest coverage by 
selling more equity in relation to bonds. He pointed out that 

over a long period of time, in eommon with many other utilities, 
Edison had been selling about $3 of bonds for every $1 of equity, 

but in the last five years they have been selling about $2 of 

bonds for every $1 of equity. In 1970, Edison sold $1 of bonds 
for every $1 of equity, and for 1971 and 1972, they will sell 

less than a dollar of bonds for every dollar of equity. All of 
this is an attempt to protect interest coverage. 
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He said that interest coverage is not the sole criterion 
by which bonds are rated. Other important factors include the 
past history of the company, the territory in which the company 

operates in relation to its growth potential, and the management 
of the company. All of these factors are plus factors1n 

retaining a high bond rating. He added that high interest rates 
and increased expenses due to inflation have caused all electric 
utilities to have their interest coverage decline. 

In regard to 'table 11, he admitted that there was a 
problem of circularity if Table 11 were the sole criterion 

relied upon, but he defended his recommendation by stating: 
"However, we are not 'bootstrapping in the sense that the 
average for the ten largest companies is 13.54 percent and we 

are asking for only 13 percent. So that the bootstrapping 

effect I don f t think is present in this kind of comparison. rr 

B. Staff Evidence 

The staff presented one witness, Russell J. Leonard; 

a financial examiner, to testify on the subject of the fair 
rate of return. He recommended that a reasonable range of 
rate of return for Edison was 7.60 percent to 7.85 percent • . 
Within these Ifmits the earnings. rate on common equity would 
range from 11.22 percent to 11.89 percent. He felt that rates 

should be set to return 7.75 percent which would yield 11.62 

percent on common equity and result in an after tax coverage 
of 2.86 times interest. 
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In the witness' opinion, 11.62 percent on common equity 

was reasonable because such earnings would enable Edison to 

con:inue paying dividends on its common stock at a reasonable 

level and to increase i~s retained earnings considerably, thereby 

supplementing the flow of internal funds needed for its continuing 

construction programs. Moreover, he believes that an equity 

earnings rate of 11.62 percent would sustain confidence in 

Zdison's financial integrity, and enhance its ability to attract 

outside capital on reasonable terms in order to fulfill its 

requirements for new funds at costs commensurate with satisfying 

the public's demand for high quality electric service. 

In arriving at his recommendation, he considered ::he , 

c~parable earnings of ten electric utilities and ten combination 

ga.s and electric utilities; he did not make any comparisons with 

industrial companies or nonelectric utilities. He said that the 

earnings of the selected companies were considered only as one 

of the tests in his rate of r~turn recommendation. The companies 

were selected primarily on the basis of their size and public 

utility activities and while the comparisons made are useful as 

a ~~ide, they are not co~clus!ve in determining a fair rate of 

return. Ris final determination was b3sed on judgment after 

considering other factors relative to Edison's particular 
circumstances. 
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The other factors are: 

"Southern California Edison Company is an 
aggressive and financially sound electric 
utility serving a growing market in the 
State's most populous region. Increases 
in demand for its electric services should 
afford it the opportunity of growth in 
earnings as plant capacity expands and 
produces additional revenues. 
"The Company has obtained the major portion 
of its total financing from external sources 
over the past ten years and it will require 
large amounts of additional capital from 
these sources in the future. Although 
current money rates mny decline to levels 
estimated in Tables Nos. 5 and 7, the cost 
of new debt and preferred stock will probably 
remain higher than existing embedded costs. 

"Inflation is a real risk for the future; 
therefore, it appears that there ~ll be 
increases in plant and capital costs as 
well as in operating expenses. 

"As indicated in Tables Nos. 25 and 26, 
Southern California Edison Company's capital 
ratios as of December 31, 1972 will consist 
of 51 percent debt, 12 percent senior equity, 
and 37 percent common equity. By resorting 
to more equity financing the company should 
further improve its interest coverage and 
thereby reduce risks for the common equity. 

"Southern California Edison Company, one of 
the largest electric ,utilities in the nation, 
has spread its business risks over a lnrge 
area and a diverse group of consumers. Con-
sequently, it has attained earnings stability 
and it is not as sensitive to cyclical changes 
as other types of industrial enterprises. 

"Table No. 8 shows that between 1961 and 1970, 
Southern California Edison Company's net 
earnings after preferred dividends have 
increased in every year, except in 1968. It 
is reasonable to assume that the upward trend 
will continue as the company grows and develops 
technological innovations to increase operating 
efficiencies and thereby reduce costs." 
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In computing his embedded cost of debt and senior 
equity for the year 1972, he ass'Umed a 7 percent cost of 
n~N senior capital issued for 1971, and 6-1/2 percent cost 

for 1972. He based tbis result on rocent trends in bond 
cost and equity cost as shown by tables in his r4te of 

return exhibit. He testified that from a high in May 1970 
of over 9 percent, Aa bond yields have dropped to epproxi-

matcly 7.52 percent in February 1971. Based uponth1s 

trend, he predicted 7 percent in 1971 and 6-1/2 percent in 
1972 for eosts of senior capital. 

In support of his position that 2.86 percent coverage 

was adequate, he named some companies t!1at had been derated, 

with the coverage about the time of derating. 

Company 

Ohio Power 
Duke Power 
Consolidated Edison 
Niagara MOhawk Power 
Philadelphia Electric 

c. Discussion 

Derated 
Fro:n To - -

Aa. A 
Aa.a Aa 
Aa A 
Aa A 
Aaa. Aa 

Coverage 

2.46 
2.41 
2.49 
2.50 
2.43 

For the reasons hereinafter stated, we fi~d that the 

fair rate of return for Edison should be within the rnnge of 

7.7 percent to 8.1 percent. Rates should be set to permit a 

7.9 percent return. At 7.9 percent rate of return, the 
return on common equity '(11111 be 11.9 percent. 
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1. Capital Structure 

In the present case, both Edison and the staff used 

the same capital structure for Edison as they expect it 'Co be 

as of December 31, 1972. 
Long-term Debt 
C~lative Preferred Stock 
Convertible Preference Stock 
Common Stock Equ1'Cy 

Total 

2. Cost of Capital 

4. Long-term Debt 

51 percent 
10 percent, 

2 percent 
-li percent 

100 percent 

Edison expects to issue $100,000,000 of bonds in 

September 1971 and $'100,000,000 of bonds in 1972. Both 

Edison and the staff have included these future issues 

iu their capital ratios. However, Edison contends that the 

cost of these bonds to Edison should be estimated at 

7-1/2 percent; the staff contends that the cost of the 

$100,000,000 issue in 1971 should be at 7 percent and the 

$100,000,000 issue in 1972 at 6-1/2 percent. The staff bases 
its projections on the assumption that interest rates on 

long-term debt are falling, and will continue to fall in a 

straight line throughout the remainder of 1971 and 1972. 

Edison t s expert, who revised his original estimate of 

interest rates on long-term debt from 8-1/2 percent, 

predicted in his testimony given early in March 1971, to 

7-1/2 percent, predicted in his testfmony given on April 16, 

1971, gave as his reason for modifying his first estimate that 

since his original recommendation was developed average money 

rates, as measured byuew1y issued Aa secur.ie1es, appeared to 
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be levelling off in the range of 7-1/4 percent to 7-1/2 percent. 
He showed that the prime rate has continued to decline as bas the 

Federal Reserve discount rate, treasury bills, prime commercial 
paper, and government bonds. In add! tion, he found a recent 

trend towards stabilization in Aa utility bonds near a 7.50 per-

cent cost to the utility. 
An analysis of the various charts and tables in 

evidence in this proceed~ng shows that in recent years the 

bond market for Aa public utility bonds has been volatile in 

the extreme. Up until mid-197l, it rose to unforeseeable 
heights. We have no reason to believe that it will descend to 
unforeseeable lows within the next year and a half. A more 
conservative esttm3te would be to assume that bond interest 

will level off for a time. We are persuaded by Edison's 
evidence. We will assume that issues of bonds in 1971 and 

1972 will be at 7-1/2 percent cost to the company, resulting 

in an over-all cost f~ctor of long-te~ debt of 5.40 percent. 

b. Cummulative Preferred Stock 
Edison asserts that the cost factor on eummulative 

preferred stock.should be 6.59 percent while the staff asserts 

that it should be 6.30 percent. The differences are found in 
the different estfmates of cost of $50,000,000 of preferred 

stock to be issued in 1972 (Edison estimates cost at 7-1/2 
percent; staff estimates cost at 6-1/2 percent) and the 

tr~atment of $4,000,000 of original preferred stock issued 

in 1909. 
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We have previously estimated future issues of bonds 
to have a cost to Edison of 7-1/2 percent. AnAlysis of the 
charts and tables introduced in this proceeding shows that 

preferred stock issued by Aa rated utilities is sold at about 
the same cost to the company as bond issues sold at the same 

time. Therefore, we will assume a cost of 7-1/2 percent on 
the preferred stock issue. 

The staff deleted from the preferred stock category 

$4,000,000 of 5 percent original participating preferred 

issued in 1909 and included that issue in its common equity 
calculation. this was done because the holders of the preferred 

stock participate fully with the holders of the common in voting 

rights, sharing of dividends, and retained earnings. The 

effective dividend on this preferred is 16·.8 percent. As the 

stock has earning characteristics better than common equity 
and fluctuates with common equity, it should be treated more 
like common equity than preferred. We will adopt the staff 

poSition on this issue. Since the amount of this issue is 

minimal, it does not change the capital ratios. 

Based upon a finding that new preferred should be 
esttm8ted as costing 7-1/2 percent to Edison and that the 1909 
preferred issue should be treated as common equity, we find that 
the embedded cost of preferred is 6.45 percent. 

c. Common Equity 
It is an axiom of public utility regulation that 

electric companies are less risky than industrial companies. 
(Re General Telephone Co. of Calif. (Decision No. 75873 dated 

July 1, 1969 in Application No. 49835 at p. 38).) Yet'neither 
Edison nor the staff put in any statistics concerning return on 
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equity for industrial companies for time periods comparable to 

the evidence for 'Edison and the electrics. At the reque8~ of 

the examiner such information was placed in the record. In 

order to obtain even more up-to-date information, the examiner 

took official notice, after giving due notice to all parties, 
of late-filed Exhibit No. 67 7 as follows: 

Return on Common Equity 

Year Ed1soJ! -
1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

S-Ye&r 
Average 
1965-69 

5-Year 
Average 
1966-70 

11.3 

11.7 

11.8 

10.8 

10.4 

11.2 

11.2 

11.2 

Elee~r1c Utilities!! -~ Twenty 

14.0 13 .. 5 

14.1 13.6 

13.9 1,3.4 

13.2 13.0 

13.3 '. 12.8 

12.3 12.3 

13.7 13.3 

13.4 13.0 

50 
ellS & cY 
Elee~rt 

Large8t 11 
Indus~r1a, .• l 

11.83 14.0 

11.91 14.9 

12,~OO' 12..9' 

11.27 13.2' 

11.24 11~7 

10.61 9.of!I 

11.65 13.3 

11.41 12.3 

Y Mid-Year CoIz:mon Equity (Ex. No. 3&, revised Table S). 

Y A~erage, Common Equi~y (Ex. No. 14, '.table 11). 

~ Year-End Com=onEqui~y -
For ten :l.ndustria.l companies having common equity 
ratios comparable ~o Edison (Ex. No. 35, Table »). 

y Inc1u4ea 45 companies. Exeludu L-T-V, Occidental Petrole=, 
»C1se Cascade, Rapid .American, and Rej"1lo1ds Tobacco .. 

V Excludu Allied Stores and U.S. P1yvood-Champ:ton PApers 
beCAuse 1970 SUt1at1.c:& 1lO~ reported u yet .. 
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13.10 

11.44 

11.4S 

12.41 

3.6oV 

12.25 
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Analysis of this table shows that the five-year average 

earnings (1965-1969) for ten electric utilities exceeded the 

averages for the 50 largest industrial companies in the United 

States (13.7 percent as compared to 13.3 percent). The average 

for 20 electric utilities is the same as for the SO largest 

industrials (13.3 percent as compared to 13.3· percent). Even 
allowing for differences in debt-equity ratios, it is apparent 

to us that earnings of electric utilities over the year 1965 
through 1969 were high. Statistics for the year 1969 show the 

high earnings of electric utilities. In that year, both the 

ten selected electric utilities and the 20 electric utilities 
earned more return on common equity than the 50 largest 

industrial companies in the United States (13.3 percent and 

12.$ percent as compared to 11.7 percent), and earned more 
than the earnings on cormnon equity for ten industrial companies 

having common equity ratios comparable to Edison (13.3 percent 

and 12.8 percent as compared to 12.41 percent). The statistics 

for 1970 show this disparity even more glaringly. 

The conclusion we draw from these figures is that 

during the past few- years, when the country wa.s in a highly 

volatile economic situation, the electric utilities, because 

they deal in a basic commodity, because they have little or 
no competition, and because their ra~es are protected by public 

utilities commissions) gave positive proof that they are indeed 
less risky than the largest industrial companies in the United 
States. Yet it is the high risk comp~nies that should be 

earning the high returns on equity. Therefore, any compa.rison 
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of Edison's return on equity with those of other electric utili-
ties must be tempered with the knowledge that over the years 
1965 through 1970 electric utilities were earning an exceedingly 

high rate of return in comparison to industrials. 

Our analysis of comparable earnings shows the weak-
nesses in the testimony of both Edison and the staff on rate of 

return. Comparing Edison with other utilities has a circular 

effect. The more select the group compared with, the more 

circularity. Under their analysis, with the company earning 
the lowest return on common equity always applying for rate 
increases based upon its return as compared to other electrics, 
we would have a never-ending upward spiral of electric utility 
rates. Additionally, if there is no compari.son 'with industrials 

and noneleetric utilities-, there would be no evidence that the 

composite electric returns being compared are in fact reasonable. 

And, as we have shown, over the recent past electr1~ utility 
rates of return have been unreasonably high. 

There is another, more practical method to 

test reasonableness of retum: the test of the market place. 
In any rate proceeding the Commission considers a utility's 

past financing success. (Re Pacific Tel. & Tel. (1964) 62 CPOC 
775, 799.) What happened to Edison's bonds, preferred,. and 

common stock offerings during the period when Edison claims it 

was earning less than a reasonable rate of return'?- When Edison 
was attempting to attract capital in the money markets of the 

United States, in competition with all other entities, what did 
the investing public think of Edison's return?' The.answers can 
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be found in Edison's financial exhibits. Edison's EKhibit No. 63, 
Table 4, shows that in late 1969 Edison issued $100,000,000 in public 

utility bonds at a yield to the public of 8.12 percent; the average 
yield for Aa public utility bonds between August 27, 1969, and 

't~ 

December 16, 1969, was 8.45 percent. In late 1970, Edison issued 

$100,000,000 of bonds at a yield to the public of 7.85· percent; the 
average yield for Aa public utility bonds between July 2, 1970, and 

December 11, 1970, was 8.63 percent. In March 1970, Edison issued 

$50,000,000 of preferred stock at 8.96 percent yield to the public; 

between January 15, 1970, and June 25·, 1970, the average yield of 
public utility preferred stock was 9.04 percent. On October 1, 1970, 

Edison issued $50,000,000 of preferred stock at a yield to the public 

of 8.70 percent; between July 9,1970, and December 17,. 1970, the 

average yield of public utility preferred stock to the public was 

8.89 percent. In early 1971 Edison issued 3,000,000 shares of common 

stock. This offering was sold at the prevailing market price aud was 

oversubscribed. In 1970 Edison raised its year-e=d dividend rate 

from $1.40 to $1.50 and at the same time reduced its dividend payout 

percentage from 59.6 percent to ?5.6 ·percen~. . /' 
There are other faetors which must be considered tn deter-

mining the fair return. One factor is Edison's compax-atively low 
common equity ratio. This is recognized by allowing a slightl.y 
higher return on equity. Another is the ttmes interest coverage. 
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Presently Edison issues its bonds with an Aa rating. This As. ratiug 
usually results in Edison's issuing bonds to the publie at lower 

yields than :LfEclison were to be rated A. And, because some inst::ltu-

tional investors are not permitted by law to invest iu bonds rated 

less than Aa., Edison's offerings rated A..'!l are available to a wider 

selection of investors. While times interest coverage is not the 
sole criterion for determining bond ratings, it is the principal 

criterion, and. the downward erosion of coverage has been recognized 

by increasing the return on common equity. 

In addition, in determining rate of return on common 

equity, we have considered factors such as the physical area of 

Edison's operations; Edison's growth statistics; the effects of ... 
inflation, a consideration that cuts both ways in that we must allow 

Edison to recover its increased costs of operation because of 

infla~ion, but we must do our best not to add to inflation'and, to 

some extent attempt to curb it; and finally, and most importantly, 

we have considered the interest of the consumers. Not on.ly their 

interest in terms of rates but also their interest in being served 
I 

by a company that is capable of upgrading its service to meet 'modern 

enviroumeutal standards. 

Based on the foregOing, we find that .a. reasonable return 

on common equity for Edison is 11.9 percent. When applied to 

Edison's ~ap1tal stru~ture and embedded cost of debt, as found 

reasonable above, this results in a fair rate of return to' Edison 

of 7.9 percent. We will allow Edison a range in rate of return 
between 7.7 percent and 8 .. 1 percent and will set rates to yields 

7.9 percent return. At this retUrn Ed~son's interest coverage will 

be 2.8,7 percent. 
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III 
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 

A. Jurisdictional Allocations 

Sales of electric energy by Edison to- various 

governmental agencies for resale are considered sales in 
interstate commerce within the meaning of the Federal Power Act 

and, therefore, subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Power 
Commission. Consequently, it is necessary to allocate revenues, 

expenses, and rate base items to those subj ect to the jurisdic-
tion of the california Public Utilities Commission and those 

subject to the jurisdiction of the FPC. 'the california juris-
dictional items must then be allocated between customer groups. 

In the preparation of a cost allocation study the two 
principal areas of controversy have generally been the method 
utilized in classifying expense and rate base items 8S: to those 

that are demand-related and those that are energy-related, and 

the method of allocating the demand-related items to, various 

groups. In this ease the staff classified fuel cos:s as energy-
related; purchased power costs were classified as demand-related 
or energy-related in accordance with the demand and energy charges 
in the purchased power contracts; and hydro~produetion costs were 

classified as demand-related in relation to the percentage of, 

kilowatt-hours produced bY,hydro plants in an adverse year 
compared to the kilowatt-hours produced in an average year, which 
in this case results in classifying 50 percent of the hydro-

production expense as demand-related and 50 percent as energy-
related. The major portion of thermal production rate base was 
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classified as demand-related, and the major portion of thermal 

maintenance costs Mere classified as energy-related. Thermal 

generating production operating costs and transmission operating 

sn6 maintenance coses ~re classified as demand-related. 
For the jurisdictional alloeation~ load data is 

available for "resale" customers subject to FPC jurisdiction 

and total system, which permits the allocation of diversity 
benefits between "resale" and "other than resale" in .accordance 

with each group's actual contribution to d!.versity benefits at 

the time of monthly system peaks. Demand-related costs were 
alloca.ted between jurisdictions in accordance with the weighted 

average 12-months coincident peak demands. This method recognizes 

the effect on the total capacity requirement for generation 

equipment throughout the year, including scheduling of main-

tenance. The results would not be markedly changed by a shift 

in ttme of system peak as would be the ease were a single month 

peak responsibility method used. 

We have set out the method of eost allocation used by 

the staff in some detail to show that allocating cost beeween 
jurisdictions, and also between customer groups, is much more 

than a mathematical computation of the obv:Lous; cost alloca.tions 

require numerous assumptions based upon experience .and informed 
judgment. 
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Edison' and the staff are agreed on the method of 

jurisdictional allocation. In their original eXhibits 

(Edison's Exhibit No.3, Chapter 19, and the staff's Exhibit 

No. 11, Chapter 4), they used the same method of allocation 
and reached comparable results for all items except pooling. 
contracts. Pooling contracts involve the sale of electric 

energy between various power sources .in California. Edison's 

total revenue from pooling contracts is shown as $6,361,000, 

of which the staff allocated $2,376,000 to California juris-

dictional operations with an offset of $2,376~OOO to california 

jurisdictional purchased power expenses. This $·2,376,000 item 

is the off-peak delivery to the State Water Plan. Edison agreed 

that the staff's treatment of the item was proper and stated 
that they would update their exhibits to show this, which they 

neglected to do. We will follow the staff method. 
Both Edison and the staff esttm8ted results of 

operations on the basis of total syst~ revenues, expenses, 

and rate base, which were then allocated beeween jurisdietions. 
We will follow this procedure in discussing and resolving ,the 
various differences between the estimates .• 
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B. Rate Base 

The differences in staff rl1te bace.and.' Ed.1aon.'s,rate 'base ··for' 1972 
est1ma.tecl, and our &dopted rate 'base, Are: 

Compar1sonofWc1ghted Average 
Depr~d.ated Rate :Base 

1972 Estimated SyAtem Operations 

. EaGon .. .. .. .~., . .. : .. .. .. .. .. 
'"d . .. .. . ·.Excee s' ! .. .. .. .. . . .. 

: Xtem .. Staff .. Ecl:J.son. " .. ,,:>tm~ . • Ad,)pte<!' .. .. . .. .. .. 
(D'On&rs-!u-niouaandB ) 

Electrical Plant 
:Beg1nnlcg of Year $3~764,930 $3,852,580 ." $87,650 $3,,852,580 

Weighted Average 
Additious 157.976 ·79.560 (78.416) . 79 .560 

Weighted Average 
Electric Plant 3,922,906 3,932,140 9,234 3·,.932,140 

Adjus tm~nts (80.998.) (80.998)- (80,998) 

Materials & Supplies 60,500 64,150 3,650 60~SOO, 

Prep&.,,*:a.te & 
Work1ug Cas h 51,000 51!000 51,000' ' 

Total :Before 
Deductions 3,953,408 3~966,292 12,,884 3,962,642 

Deduct101:l8 For 
Re8e"t'Ves 

Deyrec:1atif'n 811,865 810,589 (1,,276) 812,365-' 

Taxes (Ac:c~l. Amort.) 34,970 34,970 34,970 

Amort. Deferred nc 1,,953 (1 2953). 1,953 

Unfun4edPensions 17.600 15.900 ~!a 7002 17 .600' 

Total Deductiong 866,388 861,459 (4,;,929) 866,888, 

Weighted Average 
D~rec:l.ted Rate :Ba.se 3,087,000 3,lO4,8~.3 17,833 3,095,154 
Use ' •• 1' 3,096,,000' 
C41iforn1a Jur1&dic-

t:local RAte :Base 2,938,812 2,951,858 l3,O46 2,947,000 
( ) Denotes red figure .. 
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As discussed above, there is no material difference 
between Edison and the staff in the method· of allocating 

California jurisdictional rate base from total system rate 
base;" therefore,. we will discuss the differences in rate base 
in relation to tota.l system operations. 

1. Electric Plant In Service 

Edison Exceeds Staff by $9-.2 Million 

The difference between the staff's and Edison's 
estimate is almost-entirely due to estimating when the gas-
fired Ormond Beach No. 1 plant is scheduled to become. 

operational. Edison estimates November 1971. The staff 

expert testified that based upon past experience with Edison 
he expects a three-month delay until mid-February 1972 before 

the plant is fully operational. Therefore, he deducted the 
entire cost of the plant ($87 .. 6 million) from the account, 

Electrical Plant in Operation Beginning of the Year, and then 

put back 10-1/2 twelfths of it ($78.4 million) as plant additions 
in 1972. He developed his three-month lag from the trend of 
composite plant add1tons for the period January 1967 through 
the fall of 1970. He said that he studied ten recent additions 

of generating plant and found that eight of the ten did not come 

on line within -tl:',e time scheduled for operations. He said that 

the delays were caused by litigation ~nd regulatory lag and 
problems with plants other than 011- or gas-fired st~ generating 

units. Edison's witness testified that the Ormond Beach No. 1 

steam generating plant will be operational as scheduled ... As late 
as April 16, 1971, there was no direct evidence based upon an 
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inspection of the plant and work progress reports that Ormond 

Beach No. 1 would not be operational on schedule. We find that 

the Ormond Beach'plant should be considered operational on 

schedule. 

2. Materials and Supplies 

The difference in the est1mates for materials and 

supplies is in the treatment of unpaid invoices and trended 

data. Edison used a constant amount for deductions. of unpaid 
invoices for each of the years; the staff used trends. We 

will adopt the staff estimate. 

3. Depreciation 

The differences between the staff and Edison's 
weighted averaged depreciation reserve estimates are due to 

the scheduling of plant additions and depreciation accrual 

rates. Because we are using Edison's esttm4tes of plant 

additions, this depreciation expense should be adjusted 

accordingly. The staff used 1971 accrual rates rather than 

the 19:70 accrual rates used by Edison. We will adopt the 

staff's accrual rates. This results in the depreciation 

expense being higher than either estimate. 

4. Deduction for Deferred Investment Tax Credit 

This tax reserve has been deducted in accorclance with 
the Commission's rate making procedures for accelerated amorti-
zation. We will adopt the staff esttm&te. 
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5. Deduction for Unfunded Pension Reserve 

This deduction is based on the staff estimates of 
net charges to this reserve and reflects Account No. 926, 

Employee Pensions and Benefits, which is a portion of 
Administrative and General Expenses... We will adopt the staff . 

estimate .. 

6.. St:m:n.a.ry of Rate Base 

Based upon the adjustments found to be reasonable, 

we find that Edison's weighted average depreciated rate base 

for 1972 estimated, systemwide, is $3,096,000,000; Edison's 
California jurisdictional rate base is $·2,947,000,000. 

c. R.evenues and Expenses 

The major differences in the estimates of revenues 

and expenses of Edison and the s·taff result from the use of 

different starting points on recorded information, different 
trending factors, and Edison's estimating a five percent wage 
increase in 1972. In tabular form these differences, and our 
adopted results of operations, are: 

I 
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Comparisou of Summary of Earnings a.t Present &ateG 
1972 Estimated SIstem 0Ecrations 

.- .. .. : Edison .. .' califo:n:l& .. .. .. . . .. .. 
: .. . : Exceeds .. System :: Jur1sd.1e::1.0'Cl : .. .. . 
: It: em : Sea££ : Edison : Staff Ado2ted : Ad22t:ed- : 

(Dollars in 'Ihousanc!8) 

Oper&ting Revenues $ 831,166 $ 831,166 $ $ 831,166 $ 793,50$ 
~rat1ns ~n8e8 

P'rod.uction 222,365- 223,645 1,280 222,365- 201,638 
tranam1ss10n 26,541 27,317 776 26,541 24,264 
Diatr1bution 50,283- 52,096 1,813 50,283 49,501 
Customer Accounts 20,36-1 20,.540, 179 20,.361 20,030 
Sales. 8,800 10,769 1 .. 969 7,600, 7,612 
Admin. & General 56%911 58d 765- 1,854 57-.431 54.&993 

Subtotal 385,261 393,132 7,871 384,581 358,038, 

Wage Adju.s~nt (2,538) 2.538- 2.462, 

Subtotal, 
Adjusted 382,723 393,132 10,409 384,581 360,500 

Depreciation 103,053- 103,079 26 103-,400 99,113 
Taxes Other Than 

on Income 90,506 92.1 291 1,785 90,,611 86,852-

Subtotal 193,559 195-,370 1,811 194,011 185,965 

Taxes Based on 
Income 49.137 45,633 (3,504) 49..1260 50,258: 

total Operating 
Expeusea 625,419' 634,135, 8,716 627,852 596,723-

Adjustments 
Fuel Expense 28,460 29,101 641 28,460 26,,296, 
Wages 3 t 274, 3z274 3,000 2,911 
Salu Expense (1.86>9) (1.z869) 
Average Year 672 622 W 672' 655, 
Taxes :Based on '-, 

Income (15-,043) (16.,074) (17,031) (16,592) (15,324) 

Subtotal 
Adjustments 14,089 15.054 965· 15,540 14,538 
Total Adjusted 
Oper. Expenses 639,508 649,189 9,681 643·,392 611,261 

Net R.evenue 191.658 181,.977 (9,681) 187,774 182,,2~7 

t.,"e1.ghted Avge. Dep. 
Rate k_e 3,087,000 3,100,000 13,000 3,096·,000 2,947 .. 000' 

System Rate of Retum 6 .. 211. 5.87% (.34)1. 6.071- 6.181-

( ) Denotes red figure •. 
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1. Revenues 

There is no difference between Edison's and the staff's 

estimate of revenues for 1972 for the total company. However, 

there is a difference in California intrastate revenues due to 

the staff's including $2,376,000 of revenue derived from pooling 

contracts as California jurisdictional revenue. Edison does not 

obj ect to this treatment and it has been discussed' above in the 

section on jurisdictional allocations. 

2. AcPcnses 

a. Wages 

Edison's nrig1n.nl ost:imat:e of 1972 wage expense 

included a five percent wage increase for 1971 and ~ five 

percen~ increase in 1972 over the 1911 wage level. In order 

:0 insure comparability in all expense categories, the staff 
i~cluded the same wage increases in its esttmates. After the 

original estimates of Edison and the staff were prepared, 

Edison and its employees entered into wage contracts for 1971 

which resulted in a wage increase in 1971 of eight percent. 

Both Edison and the staff made app:opriate adjustments to 

reflect this additional three percent wage increase. However, 

the staff fclt that it would be too speculative to an:icip~te 

a ,,"age increase in 1972. Therefore, the staff adjusted its 

1972 estimate downward by five percent f~r wages. This results 

~n the stsff's 1972 wage estimate being five percent less than 

'Edisonts 1972 estimate (about $5.5 million). Nevertheless, the 

s~a£f asserts that Edison should be able to reflect any'wage 

increase negotiated in 1972 in its 1972' test year as an offset 

when it is incurred. 
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We do not agree that an offset is the proper way to 

handle this problem. First, any offset will require an increase 
in rates, thereby having two rate increases within a comparatively 
short time. Second, an offset procedure which involves only one 

item of expense out of a multitude of expense items,) and does not 

consider any possible changes in revenues, tends to be misleading 

and prone to error. Offset procedures should be avoided wherever 
possible. Third, to permit an offset of wages would be in effect 
to give a blank check to Edison and its employees' unions, signed 
by the Commission, to be filled out in :my amount that Edison and 

the unions agree upon. We do, however, concur in the staff's 

concern that sn allowance for increased wages for rate~ng 

purposes not be interpreted as a "floor" from which negotiations 

might commence. We have eva.luated the various estimates of 
op~rating expenses in arriving at adopted results for rate-fixing 

p~ses and do not find that any specific amount is appropriate 

~s a wage ndjustmcnt for purposes of collective barg~ining. By 
trending a reasonable amount for a wage increase, we unavoid3bly 
touch on the delicate area of labor-~nagement negotiation, which 

we have traditionally pref~rred to 3void, but to refrain from 
trending a wage increase in the faee of today's economic realities 
would put an unfair burden on both Edison a.nd the unions; to use 
the of:sct proce<lure suggested by th~ staff wc~ld. put an unfair 

burden on the ra~~ payers. 
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b. Fuel Expense Adjustment 

Increased fuel costs which became known after original 

estimates were placed in evidence account for approximstely 
$28,500,000 of the total rate increase authorized by this decision. 
This exceptional increase comes about because of three factors: 

(1) ~n increase of about S6 percent in cost of oil between 1970 

and 1972; (2) the increased use of low sulphur oil due to a 
shortage of natur.al gas; and (3) air pollution regulations that 

require the b~rning of expensive low pollutant oil. This latter 

factor needs emphasis because with the increasing concern for 

envirotlmcutal 1mprovement and a shortage of natural gas (at least 

for the next few years), it is apparent that Edison will be using 
mor'! and more high-grade oil and paYing higher prices for it. 

The $641,000 difference between the estimates is 
because the staff projects somewhat less use of fuel oil and more 

use of coal for generating requirements. This reflects the staff's 

treQ.tment of production expenses discussed below. We will adopt 

the staff's estimate. 
c. Production and Transmission Expenses 

Edison's est1mate exceeds the staff's by $2,,056,000. 
!he differences are principally attributable to different methods 
0: trending; the staff assuming higher use of surplus purchased 

power. and, therefore, less need for thermal power; the staff 

assuming that coal plants will generate more electricity in 1972 

~nd, therefore, 8as-011 plants will need to generate less; the 

seo.££ using maximum current authorized gas fuel cost including 

tracking rather than estimating higher rat~in 1972; and the 
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staff expecting that there will be a saving of $140,000 in 1972 

from the use of Pacific Intertie facilities. These are essen-

tially differences in judgment and we will adopt the staff I s 

estimates. This result includes the effect of the fuel expense 
adjustment discussed above. 

d. Distribution Expenses 

Edison's estimate exceeds the staff's by $1,813,000. 
The differences result from conflicting theories on the applica-
tion of "growth factor" methods applied to recorded expenses; 
differences that reflect the use by Edison of a growth factor 

several times higher than customer growth; differences in 

trended expenditure patterns by the staff; and differences in 
analysis of trended costs, trended unit costs, and averages. 

These are essentially differenees in judgment and we will adopt 
the staff's estimates. 

e. Customer Accounts 

Ed!soti"s estimate exceeds the s'taff's by $179,000. 

The difference is primarily one of judgment and we will adopt 
the staff estimate. 

f. Sales 

This account includes amounts for promotional allow-
ances and advertising. Edison's estimate originally exceeded 

the staff's by $1,969,000. Edison has agreed to reduce its 

promotional budget for 1972 by $1,869,000, still leaving over 

$3,000,,000 budgeted for promotional allowances and advertising. 

(Promotional advertising should be distinguished from, institu-

tional advertising accounted for in Administrative and General 
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Expense.) In our opinion this amount is too high. Edison's 

evidence shaws that ~n 1969 it expended $3.75 in sales expense 
per average customer compared to $5.21 for Southern California 

Gas Compa.ny, $5.30 for Southern Counties Gas Company, $2.31 for 

Pacifie Gas & Eleetric Company, and $1.94 for San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company. The combination gas and electric comp.:mies 

spend much less on promotional allowances and advertising than 

ehe &eparate gas and electric companies because the combination 

companies h~ve little substantial competition from alternate 

fuel sources. Advertising competition between regu13ted utilities 

does not help the ratepayer (see our discussion below under Rates) 

and the ratepayer should not be burdened with a high advertising 

expense.. Further, we question the usefulness of advertising to-
increase demand for electric service. The Chairman of the Board 

of Edison testified that although Edison'r...a.s stopped its air con-

ditioner promotion advertising, the use of electricity fer .o.ir 

conditioning still grows. Obviously, the people of Southern 

california understand the uses for electricity. Also, to the 

extent that Edison's advertising is, in fact, effective ~nd 

thereby increases peak demand, we question the wisdom of 

deliberately soliciting this extra business when fuel costs and 

wages are rising at an extraordinary rate, when generation plant 

Sites a~e difficult to find, and when found~ construction'is often 

delayed by litigation, and where the problem of finding adequate 

land over ~hich to run transmission lines without desecrating 
:he landscape is becoming more and more difficult. Until more 

effi~ient means are found to generate ~nd transmit electricity, 
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the days of Edison's eagerly standing by to provide electricity 

for every new can opener that is invented are fast: drawing to a 

close. In our opinion it is imprudent for Edison to expend OVer 

$3,000,000 for promotional advertising in 1972. For rate-making 
purposes we will reduce its promotional allowances and advertising 

expenses by an additional $1,200,000. 

g. Administrative and General Expenses 

Edison's estimate exceeds the staff's by $3,054,000. 
These costs include executive, a.ccounting, treasury, law and 

personnel functions, pensions and benefits, development and 

engineering, institutional advertising, and others. !he category 

is broken down into 13 subaccounts. Edison and the staff agree 

on estimates for six accounts. Of the other seven, we will adopt 

~he estimates of Edison for Accounts 920, 921 and 922, (Administra-
tive and General Salaries, Office Supplies and Expenses, and 

Administrative Expense Transfer), and we will adopt the st4ff 

est~tcs for Accounts 924, 926, 930 and 932 (Property Insur~nce, 

Employee Pensions and Benefits, Miscellaneous Gener~l Expense, 
and Maintenance of General Plant). 
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Account No. 920 is composed entirely of labor costs. 
Edison trended this account based upon 1970 estimates which 

closely appr.oximated 1970 recorded adjusted figures. The staff 
modified its 1970 estimate to eliminate what: it considered to 

be 3.n unreasonably abrupt increase in 1970 for this account and 

then tr~nded the adjusted figure. In addition to starting from 

a point approximately $300,000 less than the 1970 recorded 

figures, the staff assumed that administrative and general 

s.alaries, which are the salaries mainly of superVisory 'personnel, 

would not increase in reasonable proportion to the 1972 projected 

increase in the number of non-supervisory personnel. There is 

room for "Wide differences in judgment in estimating, this account. 
In our opinion, the account fluctuates more directly with non-
supervisory personnel than the staff allows. Because of this, 
and because the staff started from a 1970 estimate that in our 

opinion is too low, we will adopt Edison's estfmate. 

We will adopt Edison's est~te for Account 921 except 
for the amount of $43,000 which 'Edison estimates it will pay to 

chambers of commerce and similar organizations. This adjustment 

is consistent with past Commission decisions. Account 922 is 8. 

function of Accounts 920 and 921 and, therefore, we will adopt 
Edison's esttmate, slightly modified. 
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Account 930 is Miscellaneous General Expenses and a 

more egregiously misnamed aecount cannot be found in Edison's 

exhibits. this "miscellaneous" account is the repository of 

over ten percent of all expenses attributable to Administrative 

and General Expenses. It includes the very impo1:tant ancl. 

eont~oversial accounts for dues and donations, a large part of 
research and development, and institutional advertising. It 

appears to us that these three items should be separately 
stated and accounted for. The staff reduced Edison's estimate 

for dues and donations by $371,000 which is consistent with 

past Commission decisions for this item, and which we will 

follow. The staff originally recommended a reduction i.n 

Edison's estimate for engineering expenses by $1,200,000 based 
upon past experience of Edison whereby Edison budgets somewhat 

larger amounts for development and engineering than it actually 

spends. However, in response to a Commission directive to all. 
utilities to increase research and development, espee£ally in 

the environmental field, the staff withdrew its· recommended 

sdjustment. The staff reduced Edisonfs estfmate for institu-

tional advertising by $300,000. In the staff's opinion, Edison 

should find more economical ways to advertise. We will make 

the adj.ustxnent because, in our opinion, advertising expenses 

are high·and the company Should be devoting its energy to 
research and development •. 
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The staff estimates for employee pensions and benefits 
differ from Edison's because the staff used mo~e up-to-date 

information than Edison and because the staff used a lower 
accrual rate in detercining pension expense. ·'!he· difference in 

maintenance of general plent arises from differences in the . 

estimated expense level fo= 1970. Tne difference in property 
insurance is negligible. We will adopt the staff's estimates. 

hfO Taxes 

'!he difference in tax expe:se is largely a function 

of the difference in estimating 'the various acc~~nts, including 

amounts for liberalized depreciation, and, other than 'the invest-

ment tax credit and interest allocation issues, need not be 

discussed. The investment tax c:edit is e.pplicable to the O1:mond 

Beach plants, one to be oper~tional in late 1971 and one opera-

tional in 1973. Taking the cre6!t in the year earned results in 

a credit of $3,840,000 in 1971, a negative $20,000 in 1972, and 
a credit of $1,930,000 in 1973. The staff recognizes that we 
have recent:y cor~ider~d the question of acco~ting for the 
investment tax credit and ~ccided that the actual credit earned 

instead of a five-year average investment tax credit should be 

used in computing income taxes for rate-.making purposes. (Decision 

No. 77700 dated September 1, 1970 in Application No. 50363.) The 
staff requests that we reconsider this decision and permit, in 
test year 1972, a three-year average for the investment tax credit 
earned in 1971-72-73. The staff request is denied. 
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The other tax difference 'of note was the staff's use 

of a 94 percent interest allocation factor for the test year 

as contrasted to Edison's 90 percent factor. The staff factor 
is based on the ratio of 1972 esttmate average operative plant 

in service to total net plaut investxnent. Operative plant does 
not include interest bearing construction work in progress. 
The use of a lower allocative factor results in'a higher tax 
expense. The staff factor is based on Edison's construction 
budget for 1972; Edison's factor is based on recorded data for 

1969 and estimates for 1970. !he staff factor more accurately 

reflects 1972 operations and we will adopt it. 

3. Summary of Adopted Results of Intrastate Operations 

We find that Edison's system operations adjusted net 
revenue for 1972 estimated is $187,774.,000. The .amount attrib-

utable to california jurisdictional operations is $182,247,000. 

When this latter sum is app11ed to the 1972 estimated California 
jurisdictional rate base of $,2,947,000,000, the resulting rate 

of reOlrn is 6.18 percent. We ha.ve herein found that the 
reasonable rate of return for Edison is 7.9 percent. For Edison 

to achieve this rate of return for C8.lifo:rnia jurisdictional 
operations, we find that Edison is entitled to increase its rates 
by $105,500,000. Rates will be authorized which shOuld produce 
this amount. 
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IV 
. RATES 

Determining Edison's revenue requirement is not enough; 
we must also determine how much each customer must pay to recover 
that revenue requirement. This dete~ination is at least as 

complex as that of determining the revenue requirement. Although 

"rate spread" is the conventional term used to describe the 

proeess~ the parties used somewhat more precision in their testi-

mony and we will try to be as precise. Throughout this case the 

texm "allocation" was used to describe the division of rate base, 

revenues, and expenses between the various customer classes; the 

term "apportio'QXDent" was used to describe the division of the 

increase in revenue requirement among the various customer 

classes; and the term "rate spread" was 'Used to describe the 

demand charge~ commodity charge, and rate blocks within a 

particular customer class, the application of which would recover 

the amount of revenue apportioned to that class. In this case 
the staff and Edison agree on the method of making the cost 

allocation between customer classes and spreading the rates within 
each customer class. To the extent that interested parties have 

challenged this method, we have not been persuaded.. We adopt the 
method of Edison and ·the staff iu al1oeat:l.ng cos'ts and spreading 
rates. 
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'!'he problem of apportioning the revenue requirement 
between the various customer classes was ho~ly contested and 

took up at least one-third of the total time of these hearings. 
An analysis of the table on page 41 shows the scope of the 

problem. For purposes of analysis, and by way of illustration 
only, we will use Edison's esttmAted 1972 CPOC jurisdictional 

rate base, Edison's estimated 1972 rate of retum, the appor-
tionment achieved by Edison to recover the approximately 

$128,000,000 additional revenue requirement asked by Edison, 
and the apportionment achieved by the staff to- recover a 

comparable amount. Line 3 of the table shows that Edison's 

estimated 1972 rate of'return at present rates will be 6.47 
percent; all customer classes other than Lighting. and Small 

Power pay less than 6.47 percent. Line 5 shows that Edison's 
proposed increase would increase total system revenue by: 

16.2 percent, yet no class 18 raised 16.2 percent; three are 

::oaised 'ClOre and four are raised less. Line 7 shows that the 
staff, by usi1l8 a different method of apportionment, raises 

the same 16·.2 percent but arrives at different results. The 

staff recommends that only one class have its rat~s raised by 

16.2 percent (Agriculture and Pumping); three classes would be 
raised more than system average increase and three classes would 
be raised less. The first conclusion to be drawn from this 

table is that no matter which method of apportionment is used, 

Edison recovers its revenue requirement in its entirety. 
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• I CUSTOMER CLASSES > 
• I . 
I 1 : a VeTY Large • I Agricultural I Street VI • N 

Lighting (. I Large Pover I Power (A·8 : & Lighting I \,0) 
w 

Item . I __ Dom~st~ __ I ~Sm.1LPover {A-1} I & Sl'!ec181s) Off-Peak I PUQleing & OL Total q.. 

(Dollar8 in thousands) ca 
~ 

~ 

1. Edison Estimated 1972 1: 
CPl~ Jurisdictional -Rate Base $1 J 178,000 $59$,000 $~41JOOO $27~,OOO $10,OQO $124,000 $91,000 $2,920,000 

2. Edison Estimated 1912 
Revenue at Prese~t Rates 3lQ,289 195,843 149,422 17,956 3,090 28,056 20,225 784,881 

3. Edlsoq Estimated 1972 
Rate of R,e~~«a 5.771 10.091 5.461 5.441 3.431. 4.53l 5.081- 6.47l 

4 .. Edison Propos~d Rate 
l~crease t9 Recover 

.$i27,465 52,267 33,158 25,065 9,583 247 4,415 2.130 127,465 
l 

~ 5. Percent ~ncrease OVer 
• Present Rates 16.8X 16.9'l 16. a>; l203l 8.0% 1$011 13.5X .- 16.2i 

6. Staff Pr~posed Rate Increase 
to ~ecQver $121a~22 48,783 32,440 25,156 12,782 384 4,546 3,231 121,322 

1. Per~ent lncreaae Over 
Present Rates 15.1l 16.6X 16.81 16.4% 12.41- 16.21. 16.O'J. 16.21~ 

8. Adopted Percent Increaee 11 
Over Present Rates 13.91 12.4% 13.91 13 .4'1. 12.41 13.4'J. U.l" l3.4'J. 

11 
9. Revenue IQcrease 43,100 24f290 20,143 lQ.473 384 3,149 ~.251 lQ$,500 -lQ. Reven~e at Autbo~lsed 11 

Rates 3S3,389 220,133 110,16) 88,497 3,474 31.80S 22 ,476 890,381 
1.1 

. 
11. Rate ~f Return 1.41 11.81 6.61. 6.6'1. 3.61 5.11. 6.31 1.9'1. 

!I Include' $SlO increase fQr Other Operating ·~evenues. - . '. 

!I Adopted Rate ease (OOO,QOO). $2,947 • {$2,916 (customer Classes) + $31 (Other Operating Revenue». 
f-"':-
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'I' ; .' • 

The standard liturgy in revenue, apportiol'lmet'1t calls for 
'" ' ' . 

the consideration of rate history, characteristics of use, 'rate 
zoning, stability of revenue, comparison with other utilities, 

cost of service, value of .service, and .comp~titive considerations, 

all leavened with the application of judgment and experience. 
these considerations. ~il down to four: cost.of service, competi-

tion, characteristics of use, and .. public benefit. 

If cost of ~ervice were the sole criterion, as some 
assert it should be, then after the cost allocation is made it 

would be a stmple ~rocess to apportion the revenue requirement 

in the same ratio as costs are allocated, with each class of 

customers providing system rate of return. (Rate of return is 
as much a cost of providing service as the price of fuel.) One 

reason that cost of service ~s not the sole cr.iter1on~ or even 
, ' 

the principal one, is that rate experts agree that allocating 

various costs is a matter of judgment. 
Rate history is merely the acknowledgment that at 

some time in the past rates were set for varying classes which 
• ••.• I . 

differed from system rate of return. Those reasons may have 
• ;" ", ., I"~ '. '. " I I • 

been competition, characteristics of use, e.g., taking. off-peak, . . . . . 

or public benef:r.:~s, e.g., a Commission decision that the public 
welfare requires encouragement of certain types of electrical 

use, such as agricultural pumping or street lighting.. The study 

of past rate disparity 1s valid. in a current rate case to· 

determine if the factors that led to the original rate disparity 
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are still present and if so, to· continue the rate disparity or, 

if changed, to modify the rate disparity, but in such a manner 

so as not to make abrupt changes in the rates that cause undue 

hardship to the customer class·. 

Considerations such as value of service, comparison 
of rates with other utilities, revenue stability, and competi-

tive factors, are all varying aspects of competition. From the 

utility point of view, competitive factors require rates low 
enough to attract new business and to prevent present business 

from reducing use, switching to other utilities, or self-
generation. This is the counterpart of value of service which, 

to the customer, means that the utility service is priced low 
et!ough so that the customer will not consider switching, to. 

another utility, reducing usage, or generating its own elec-
tricity. Comparisons of rates with other utilities is a routine 

test to insure that rates'are not so out of line that some 

customers might switch, and that the company is operating 
'" 

efficiently_ Revenue stability means merely that rates should 

be set so that customers will not switch from their prese1:t 

utility and will not reduce their usage of electricity to an 

extent that would affect the utility's ability to- recover its 
revenue requirement. 
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Edison's competitive threat comes from the following 

sources: (1) self-generation; (2) present customers relocating 
in the terrltory of other utilities, or transferring certain 

operations from their plants in Edison's territory to plants 

in the territory of other utilities; (3) present customers 

changing from electrically (or gas) operated appliances to gas 
(or electricity); and (4) prospective customers locating in 

another territory. Edison asserts that these competitive 
threats caused it to advocate only a 12.3 percent increase in 
rates to its very large power cust:omers (A-8) rather tban the 

16.4 percent increase advocated by the staff. Edison says that 

an increase to its A-8 customers larger than it proposes "would. 

upset the competitive relationships necessary to maintain nnd 

obtain an appropriate share of this energy market, as against 

competition from other energy suppliers, i.e., gas distributing 

utilities and other electric utility systems." 
Although on the surface it appears that these competi-

tive threats should concern the Commission) in fact, if the 

Commission should authorize lesser increases in rates for certain 

customers in response to the threats, the result would be a 

~bipsawin~1 of the Commission'by the large users. The most 

obvious example is competition between utilities. Edison competes 

~th both Pacific Gas & Electric Company and San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company in the sense that potenti~l customers have the 

1/ 'Whipsaw uIo use more favorable terms, gained (as in one company) 
as the precedent or lever3ge to win equal or greater eo~cessions' 
from (as a related company)." (Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary 1964.) 
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choice of locating in either of the three utility areas and 
current cust(lmersbave the choice of either relocating or 

switching certain operations among plants served by the 

different utj~lit1es. Clearly, for the Commission to reduce 

Edison's rates to attract this customer and thereby benefit 
Edison's system the result would be detrfmental to the other 

utilities, who would have good grouncls to petition the 

Commission to authorize comparable competitive rates. Such 

reductions irL rates, of course, do not come out of the 
utility's gross revenue requirement but, as the table shows, 

are picked up by the Lighting and Small Power class. 
Edison and the Los Angeles Department of Water & 

Power (the Department) are in a position to compete for customers~ 

The problem here is similar to the problem of competition between 

regulated utilities except that this Commission does not regulate 

the rates of the Department, which usually parallel Edison's, 

although mostly lower because of the inherent tax advantage of 

a municipally-a~edutility •. For Edison to engage in a rate 

war with the Department 18 surely an exereise in futility since 

the Department, as long as it has this tax advantage, will have 

the ability to undercut Edison's rates. 

The Bc-called competit:ion that Edison faces from 

self-generation perhaps requires a more subtle analysis but 

is still a whipsaw •. For a very large power user to generate 

its own electricity" at a price cheaper than it can buy from 

Ed.ison requires that power user not only· to install, operate, 

and maintain· ~:lve and complex equipment but also to 
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utilize interruptible natural gas supplemented by other, higher-
priced fuel, during the periods of interrupt1bility.1:/ As far 

as we know, no company in California, other tMn a gas company, 

purchases natural gas at prices cheaper' than the price Edison 

pays. To our knowledge, all customers on Edison's system would 

have to pay higher prices for natural gas than Edison pays.: 

This Commission sets the prices for natural gas sales at retail 

in California. The companies in California that sell natural 

gas have problems comparable to Edis~n in relation to load 

factors, growth, revenues, expenses, and apportionment of 

revenues between various customer classes. To the extent that 

Edison is successful by rate cutting in obtaining business that 
might otherwise go to the gas company, the, gas company is harmed; 

to the extent that the gas company cuts its rates to lure Edison 

custome:s away from Edison, Edison is harmed. Of course, as far 
as gross revenue is concerned, neither company is haxmed; the 

Lighting and Small Power class makes it up for Edison and its 
analogue on the gas company system makes up the revenue reduction 

of the gas company. So', rate cutting only benefits individual 
customers that can change utility companies or methods of gener-
ation and harms captive customers who must mal(e up, the revenue 

deficiencies. 

2/ An exception to this is the large power user who can utilize 
a waste by-product of its operation, such as'sewer gas~ to 
generate electricity. For Edison to compete successfully 
for this business extremely low rates are needed and one 
result would be the economically wasteful nonuti11zation of 
the by-product. 
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Another aspect', of ," the electric company/gas company 

competition is Edison's, campaign to have electricity used for 
space heating and cooking. Every house that uses electricity 

rather than gas for space heating and cooking gives business 

to Edison and takes business from the gas company. Customers 
who wish this choice are free to exercise 1.1:, but the Commission 
should not become involved in this competition by setting 
special promotional rates for Edison. If that were done, we 

would have DO choice but to set special promotional rates for 

the gas company. Such a result is nonsense, yet this is essen

tially what happens when we give special rates for very large 
power users. As Edison's rate expert stated, if there were no 

competition from ot~er utilities and self-generation, he would 

have recommended that rates for very large power users be 

increased by the system average. This Commission must protect 
all consumers in California- and: all public utilities. Unless 
there are compelling public reasons, we cannot favor one class 
of consumer over another, and we cannot benefit one utility at 

the expense of another. 

There are situations where competition 1s a factor and 

should be considered in rate design. One situation i8 where the 
competition is with nonutility service such as engines powered 
by fuel oil. Another is where the revenue requirements of a 

utility operating in an adjacent territory when applied to the 

cost of serving its very large power users result in a disparity 
in rates of s~ch a magnitude that the company with the higher 

rates would have a difficult time attracting new customers and 
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might lose present customers. In such circumstances the rates of 

that company for very large power users could well be lowered. 

Using the cost allocation method developed by Edison 

and the staff ane considering the factors discussed above, we 

adopt the following percentage increases by cuseomer classes 

(based upon an increase of California jurisdictional revenue of 
16.2 percent over-all): Domestic, 16.8 percent; Lighting and 

Small Power, 16.5 percent; Large Power, 16.8 percent; Very Large 

Power, 16.4 percent; Off-Peak, 12.4 percent; Agricultural and 

Pumpit18, 16.2 percent; and Street Lighting, 13.5 percent. loTe 

have factored these figures downward as $105,500,000 is to 
$128,000,000. The reS".llt is the percentage increases shown on 
Line 8, of the table on page 41. 

1. Large Power - We have adopted the recommendation of 
Edison and the staff as to the increase for large power because 
there was no dispute. 

2. Domestic - We have adopted Edison's recommendation as, 

to the increase for domestic users in order to bring the rate of 

return for this class c~ger to syst~ average. 

3. Small Power - We have adopted the staff recommendation, 
modified by adjustments to the other classes, in order to bring 

the rate of return for this class closer to system average. 

4. Off-Peak - We have adopted the staff recommendation 

in order to bring the off-peak rate of return closer to system 

average. We recognize that off-peak should.· have a very 10"'W' 

rate of return because of ~he benefies received by the entire 
system from this service. 
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5. Agricultural & Pumping - We have adopted the staff 

recommendation for this class in order to bring ~he rate of 

return for this class closer to system average •. Prior to the 

rate increase authorized herein, this class earned a rate of 

return lower than any other class on the system other than 

off-peak. After the, authorized rate increase goes into effect, 

this class will still earn the lowest rete of return of any 
class on the system other than off-peak. 

The California Farm Bureau Federation and the Friant 
Water Users Association both appeared on behalf of agricultural 

interests. Their position was that there should either be no 

rate increase at all or a very small rate increase for the 

agricultural and pumping customer class. Their reasons were: 
(1) farmers are poor; (2) farmers don't use the new faCilities 

Edison is constructing to provide adequate service, throughout 

their whole system; and (3) the usage character1s~1cs of persons 

taking under this schedule are different from the usage of other 
customers. None of these reasons have merit. We cannot fix 

rates because one group of users is poor. To do so would 

require establishing classes for welfare recipients, senior 

citizens, and any industry that at the time of a rate case 

happens to be in dire financial need, such as the aerospace 

industry today. Persons taking service under the agricultural 

and pumping schedule are getting good service because Edison 

has a systen that.is up-to-date and being constantly 1mp~oved. 
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Everybody must pay for this improvement. The usage character-

istics of this class of customer have changed, and this is one 
instance where rate history does have a bearing on rates. In 

the past, daylight pumping was during off-peak hours, .but today 

the summer peak demand for agric~ltural and pumping customers 
is coincident with system peak demand.. For this reason a.lone 
their rate of return should be r~sed. 

6. Street Lighting - We have adopted Edison's recommenda-

tion for increasing this customer class. In our opinion, street 
lighting should earn less than system rate of return for two 

reasons: except for short periods during the winte= months, 
it takes at off-peak hours, and it is extremely important for 
public safety that streets be adequately lit. In our opinion, 

adequate and increased use of street lighting has a direct and 
itx:med.1ate bearing on reducing. crime, a.nd on improving public 

safety in gener~l. 

7. Very Large Power - We have adopted the staff per-
centage increase in this category. In our opinion, the return 

from very large power should trend toward system average. 
Appearing in support of reduced rates under the A-8: schedule 

were the California Manufacturers Association (CMA), Kaiser 

Steel Corporation, Air Products and Chemicals, Ine., Union 
carbide Corporation, and Shell Oil Company. 
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CMA asserts that Edison and 'the staff cost studies 

overstate the cost of industrial servi·'!e because of improper 
classification and allocation; that con'getit'ive power eosts 

justify a limit i~ increases to very la:ge power customers; 

that the proposed Schedule A-9 should ~) •. apl'roved;' tllc::.t voltage 

discounts iu Schedule A-S, should not b:!.! =ed~ced; <and tMt the 
demand blocking of Schedules A-7 and A- & sho-::.:'d not be ehanged. 

For the reasons heretofore stated, it is our opi~on th~t the 

rate increase authorized for very large power users will not 
work to a competitive disadvantage to Edison and that the 

asserted risk to Edison and its remaining customers is minimal. 
For the same reasons we will not author~ze the proposed A-9 

schedule. We are aware that there is some elasticity in 

electrical demand and that by raising rates some demand may 
be reduced, but that effect takes place allover Edison's 
system and is considered in the rate blocY~ng. Edison has 

always lost customers for one reason or another, but it has 

always gained more than it lost. 
CMA states that the load factor/diversity factor 

method used by Edison and the staff makes false assumptions as, 
to both classification and allocation of costs which work to 

the disadvantage of high load f~ctor customers. We do not agree. 
The assumptions made by Edison and the staff are not false; 

they a~e merely different from the assumptions made by high load 

factor customers. The very large power users presented evidence 

concerning ~ethods 0: classification and allocation which, 1£ 

adopted, shows that their electric bills would be less tb3n 1: 
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Edison and the 3taff' s method is used. 'the method used by 

Edison and the staff bas been in use since at least 1925, is 
widely accepted as a valid method of allocation, has been widely 
discussed, analyzed, and commented upon in the literature in the 

field, and has been specifically approved by this Commission in 

the last Edison rate case. There is no evidence in this case 

that the method advocated by the CMA is in wide use or has had 
the exposure of the method advocated by Edison and the staff. 

Its only virtue seems to be to lower the electric rates of very 
large power users. 

Edison delivers electricity to its customers over tr3nS-
mission lines at very high voltages. FerH, if any, customers can 
use electricity at these voltages and, conse~uently, Edison 

provides ~bstation step-down equipment to reduce the high trans-

mission voltages to a level suitable for use by customers. Some 

customers have their own step-down equipment and, therefore, can 
take power from Edison at very high voltages. Because of this 
Edison does not need step-down equipment to serve these customers, 

and, to a degree, Edison's costs of service are less. This 

lessened cost of service is passed on to the customer by way of 

a voltage discount. At present rates the voltage discount is 
4 percent for service delivered at 66,000 volts and over, and 

2 percent for service delivered at 33,000 volts. Edison proposes 

to reduce this charge to 2 percent and 1 percent, respectively; 
the staff concurs. CMA asserts that the charge should no1: be 
reduced. Edison presented cost studies that substantiated' this 
reduction. We find that Edison's posit:ion is 30und" and that th.a 

voltage discount should b~ reduced as ~roposed. 
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Edison concurred in the staff's proposal to eliminate 
the demand block between 10)000 kw and 50,000 kw in Schedules A-7 

and A-S. CMA and Kaiser object because the elimination does not 

recognize the cos: saving for customers w1th demand loads above 

50,000 kw. Kaiser asserts that the elimination ~~ll have the 
effect of increasing Kaiser's power bill in the order of $5,000 
a month. vThether Kaiser's bill is increased or decreased by a 
change in rate bloeking is of no moment. There is nothing 
immutable about rate blocks and every time they are changed 

somebody's rates will- go up and perhaps others' rates will come 
down. We cannot single out one customer for special treatment. 
Similarly, we are not persuaded that there is a material unit 
cost saving to Edison in serving loads above 50)000 kw. On 

Edison's present day system the size of a transmission sub-
station is determined by area load requirements which in urban 
areas bear little or no relationship to the size of the demands 
of individual customers in, the area. 

The arguments presented by Union Carbide and Shell 

are similar to those presented by the CMA and need not be 

discussed. Our conclusions as to these arguments are the same 

as our conclusions as to CMA's arguments. 
There seems to be an idea among the very large power 

users that in some way their taking power from Edison is a 

bleSSing to Edison and other customer classes for which all other 
customer classes should be thankful and be happy to pay higher 
rates. These users keep talking about their high load factors'!r 
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their contribution to system diversity, and ~he fact that they 

balance the load for other customer classes. In point of fact, 

load factor and diversity are recognized in cost allocations in 

the load factor/diversity method; and the competitive scramble 

for their business is recognized in the low tail-block rates 

and low rate of return apportioned to that class.. 'THe also note 
that an A-8 customer pays an average of • 77 cents per kilowatt-
hour as compared. to 2.29 cents for the domestic customer, 2.16 

cents for the small general service customer, and 1.59' cents for 

the system as a whole. The real issue is not balancing: When 

very large power users are estimated to purchase 10,000 M2: 
kilowatt-hours in 1972 as against the domestic users' purchase 

of 13,535 M2' kilowatt-hours, from the domestic user's point of 

view', his class balances the very large power class. Nor is 
the is·sue fairness: When the very large power class will pay 

$i8 million at present rates for its purchase while the domestic 
class will pay $310 million for its purchase. The real issues 

are cost allocation, competition, and elasticity of demand. We 
have discussed these issues elsewhere and we find that the cost 

allocation is reasonable and that at adopted rates competition 
for the very large po~er customer will not be inhibited nor will 
electric usage be so affected as to cause' additional burdens to 

other customers. 
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8. Proposed A-9 Schedule - A concrete example'of the 
problem of setting compQtitive rates is Edison's proposed A-9 

schedule. This schedule will reduce rates under certain circum-
stances for a few large power users. It is so restrictive that 

there-are not more than six customers on the whole Edison system 

that 'could purchase electricity under it. Edison is not sure 
how much the annual revenue reduction would be as it is not sure 

how many customers would take under the schedule, but its best. 
estimate is $167,000 annually. Edi'son will absorb this revenue 
reduction until the next rate case. 

The proposed schedule is a consequence of a special 
contract entered into between Edison and Air Products and 
Chemical, Inc., in 1968. Power cost alone accounts for as much 

as 42 percent of the to'eal manufacturing costs of Air Products. 

When Air Products decided to locate a new plane in the !..os Angeles 

area, it considered self-generation of electricity, taking 
service from the Department of Water & Power, and taking Edison's 
service. In order to attract this bUSiness, Edison offered a 
special contract with-rates lower than Edison's lowest filed 
tariff. Air Products accepted this contract, 'Which was approved 

by the Commission, and located its new plant in Edison's territory. 

The Linde Division of Union Carbide, Corporation manufactures the 
same produets as Air Products and has comparable power ~..,sts as 

a percentage of total cos1:. Union Cnrbide, claiming discrimina-

tion, is desirous of obtaining the same rate treatment. The 
result of Onion ca~oide's complaint is the proposed A-9 schedule, 
which is essentially the Air Products contract in tariff form. 
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The staff recommends that the A-9 schedule be rejected; 
we agree. This so-called schedule is no more than a special 
contract tha.t will benefieprobably one customer (Union,Carbide) 

and possibly five. The benefits to Edison are nil as these 
customers are already on line. There is no suggestion that there 
are new potential "customers 'waiting for this schedule to become 

effective. The detriment· to Eclison' s other customers is obvious; 

they are going to have to make up the revenue deficiencies. The 
threat that Union carbide might relocate some of its business 
elsewhere is a possibility, but we note that they are operating 

, . 
in Edison's territory; have been for years, pay Edison well over 

$3.6 million 4 year in utility rates, and have always had the 

opportunity of moving their operation into the territory of the 
Department of'W'ater & Power, or any other place they wish. And 

even if they do move, for the reasons stated above in our dis-
cussion of competition, we do not wish to be placed in a position 

where" the Commission is being played off against other rate making 

bodies solely for the purpose of obtaining low rates for one 
customer. 

Further, in the market place, where theories of compe-

tition are put in actual practice, Edison's experience during the 

years 1968 through 1970" shows tha.t of 2l potential customers that 

could qualify under Edison's A-8 schedule who, considered on-site 

generation for their'total electrical needs, only three actually 

went to on-site generation and those three generated electricity 
utilizing as a power source a by-product of their other operations, 
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e.g., sewer gas. During the same period, of 33 customers ¥Aho 

investigated the use of electricity to operate central plants 

for air conditioning and refrigeration, only seven chose non-
electric service to operate their central plants. Andin 

these seven instances, Edison still supplies those customers 

with other electric service. More generally, the five~year 

compound growth rate for Edison (1964-1969) has been 10 percent; 

for 20 comparable electric utilities, 9.1.percent. In the same 

period the growth rate of electric customers is: Edison, 2.7 

percent; 20 utilities, 2.4 percent. Edison has not suffered 

because of its rate structure, and does not need a new schedule 

for a few large customers in order to provide them with low 

r~tes. We find no competitive threat. 

9. The Air Products Contract - The Air Products contract 
has ramifications in addition to those previously discussed. 

In that contract the parties recognized that Air Products' new 

plant would have to go through a start-up period before becoming 

a stable consumer of electric power. Therefore, the contract 

recognizes a three-year break-in period for which there is· an 

energy credit rate to permit Air Products to go through its 
start-up procedures without being penalized. Tae three-year 
break-in period started March 1970, and ends in March 1973. 

Edison, in its request for an A-9 schedule, also requested that 

the rates specified in the A-9 schedule be made applicable to 
the Air Products contract at this time, but that the energy 
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credit feature be retained" The staff recowmended that the A-9 

schedule not be approved and that no change be made in the Air 

Products contract, but that at the expiration of the three-year 

break-in period the contract be terminated and Air Products be 

transferred to Schedule A-8:. Air Products' position is that its 

contract with Edison should not be modified in this proceeding" 

and that particularly the three-year break-in period and the 

rates applicable thereto should not be changed. Air Products 

states that at the end of the three-year period it may be 

appropriate to "review the contract to determine if it should be 
modified. 

We have previously found that the proposed A-9' schedule 

should not be approved. 'We do not agree that the rates proposed 

in that schedule should be applied to the Air Products contract. 

In our opinion the Air Products contract cliscriminates against 

Union carbide Corporation and perhaps others. In order to, end 

this discrimination, the rates provided for in the contract 

should be terminated. However, because the contract was approved 

by the Commission, was relied upon by Air Products" and does have 

a three-year break-in period, in order to prevent Mrdsh1p to 

Air Products we will adopt the staff's suggestion. In our 
opinion the Air Products contract should be modified at this 

ttme to provide that the rates presently authorized in the 

contract sha.ll terminate no later than March 31, 1973, and that 

at that time Air Products shall, if it wishes to- continue to 
purchase power from Edison, purchase at one of Edison's then 

current filed tariffs. 
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Air Products suggested the possibility of taking 
interruptible power from Edison. Edison stated that inter-
ruptible power on its system is not feasible. We have no 

opinion on the ma:te~, but leave the subject to the parties 

for further researeh and discussion. 

Findi~33 of Fact 
1. The rC~$~~ble ~st~~~te of teison's cost of r.~~ senior 

capital in the years 1971 and 1972 is 7.5 percent and a reason-

able return on common equity for Edison is 11.9'pereene. 
\ 

2. The capital ratios of Edison for test year 1972 are: 

long-term debt, 51.0 percent; preferred stock, 10.0 percent; 
convertible preference stock, 2.0 percent; and common equity, 

37.0 percent .. 
3.. A reasonable rate of return for Eaison's California 

jurisdictional operations for the year 1972 is within the range 

of 7.7 percent and 8.1 percent. Rates should be set to yield an 

initial return of 7.9 percent. At this return Edison's interest 
coverage will be 2.87 percent .. 

4. At current rates in test year 1972, for California 
jurisdiction, Edison will have net revenue of $182,247,000 on 

a rate base of $-2,947,000,000, resulting in a 6.18, percent rate 

of return. Edison should be authorized to increase its rates 

by approximately $105,SOO,000'to produce a 7.9 percent return 

in test year 1972. 
5. The increase in rates and charges authorized in 

Appendix B to this opinion are justified. 
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6. The rates af.l.d charges authorized herein are just and 
reasonable and present rates and charges insofar as they differ 

therefrom are for the future unjust and unreasonable. 

7. For purposes of allocatiug eosts and rate base beeween 

jurisdictions, the method employed by the staff and Edison is 

reasonable. The utilization of the load factor/diversity factor 
method of cost allocation beeween California customer classes 
is reasonable. 

8. Edison's proposed Schedule A-9 is unreasonable in that 

it provides preferential treatment to very large customers which 

is not justified by the evidence in this record. 

9. Edison should continue to provide service to Air 
?roducts and Chemieals, Inc., under its present contract until 

March 31, 1973. Service thereafter should be provided on the 
basis of Edison's then filed tariffs. 

Conclusion of taw 

The application of Southern california Edison Company 
should be granted to the extent set forth in the order following 
~d in all other respects be denied. 
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ORDER' _.-w, ..... _ .... 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Southern California Edison Company is authorized to 
file with this Commission after the effective date of this 
order, ,in conformity with the provisions of General Order 
No. 96-A, revised tariff schedules with rates, charges, and 
conditions modified 4S set forth in AppendtK B attached to this 

order and, on not less than five days' notice to the public and 

to the Commission, to make said revised tariffs effective ten 
days after the effective date of this order. 

2. The rates set forth in the present contract between 

Edison and Air Products and Chemica.ls, Inc., shall terminate 

on March 31, 1973. Service thereafter shall be provided on 
the basis of Edison's then filed tariffs. 

The effective date of this order.shall be twenty days 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at ______ .;o;:::.;.:-.::....~~"'-"_...-, california,. 

~"-: __ --.;/_~_-_7;-; ____ day of' _..,..,.._~_~ __ -.;._, 1971. 
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List of Appearances .. 

Rollin E. 'to7oodbury, Harz W. Sturges, Jr., 
and Wiiiiam E. Marx, ttomeys at LaW,. 
for applicant. 

Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, by Gordon E. 
Davis, Attorney at Law, A. L. Libra, 
Attorney at Law, .and Robere Burt, £or 
California Manufacturers ASsociation; 
Louis Possner, for City of Long Beach; 
wrrtiam L. Knecht and rlph o. Hubbard, 
Attorneys at Law, for a 1fornIa Fa:m 
Bureau Federation; James F. Sorensen, 
for Friant Water Users ASsociation; 
Fu-rman B. Roberts, City Attorney, for 
city of orange; Alan R .. Watts, Attorney 
at Law, and GordOn W. Hoyt, for City of 
Anaheim; Lawler, FeliX &H:a.ll, by 
Richard D. DeLuce, Attorney at Law, for 
Air PrOducts and Chemicals, Inc.; 
Walter C. Leist and Robert F. Smith, for 
Uiuon carbide Corp.; Michael Drazen and 
Ro. C. Arnold, for Shell Oil COmpany; 
~eorge s~egel, for City of Anaheim and 
~lty of ~vers1de; ~tain James R. Pleyte, 
for Dep.:;;rtment of De ense and Genera! 
Services Aclministration; Kenneth M. Robinson, 
Attorney at Law, for Kaiser Steel COrpora-
tion) Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corporation and 
'Kaiser Glass Fiber Corporation; Da.vid Hardy, 
John W. Feist, James W. Baldmn, ana 
R.obert s. Fla~, Attorneys at Law, for 
Kaiser §teelrporatiou; Rebert. W. Russell, 
Chief Engineer and General Manager, Depart-
~ent of Public Utilities & Transportation, 
by Kenneth E .. Cude, for City of !.os Angeles; 
1<. 1I. Edsal!, Attorney at Law, for Southern 
talifornIa Gas Company and Pacific Lighting 
Service Company; Evelle J. Younger, Attorney 
General, by Donald B. Day and AnthonyM. 
Summers, Deputies Attorneys General, for 
~tate of California; carl Alan Wulfestieg, 
for City of Los Angeles Deparement of Water 
& Power; Myer Stein, for California Division 
of Highways, Traffic Department; Arthur Kugel, 
for Public Utilities Department, City of 
Ri vers1de; Hen1 R. Schutll3cher, for Atlantic 
Richfield CO.; il1iam __ Il.. GOv8n~ for South-
western rortl4ri4 C~ent company; 
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Max M. Misenar, Attorney at Law, Hart T .. 
Mankin, General Counsel, and ¥~uriee J. 
Street, Assistant General Counsel, for 
General Services Administration on Behalf 
of the Executive Agencies of the United 
States Government; Ralph B. Helm, C1ty 
Attorney, for California City; ~ 
Hendr~, for City of Vernon; Rooert J. 
Farrell, Attorney at Law, for East San 
Bernardino County Water District; Hugh M. 
FlanagAn, for C~lifornia Portland Cement 
Company; M. R. Northern, for Anza Electric 
Co-op; S~vmour Schulman, for Un1ted Hospital 
Association; R. E. Hey tens, for San Gabriel ~/' 
Valley Water Company; John Steinmann, for 
Holiday Hill Co., Inc.; and Geoff~ey Commons, 
Attorney at Law, in propria persona; 
interested parties. 

eYE!l M. Saroya~, Attorney at Law, and Bruno A. 
aVis, for the Commission staff. 
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APPEND:CC B 
Page 1 0'1:7 

RATES - SOT1.Jl1ERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 

'e 

Applicant's rates, c:b.a.rges a:c.d cO:cd1t10:c.s are cbellged to the level or 
extent set 'l:orth 1n tb1s a);!:pend.1x. 

,SCEEDotESNOS. A-l, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5 an~ A-6 
RATES -

:Rate A 1 3 4 5 6 
CUstomer Cbarge: S1:c.gle PMse 

Tbree-Pha.se 
$0·90 $1 .. 00 $1.10 $1.20 $1.30$1.40 
1·90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 

E:c.crgy Cherge: 

Firat 100 kwbr, per kw':br 
Next 400 kw'br, :pcr kwbr 
Next 1,000 kwbr, ',Per kwbr 
Next 1,500 kwhr, ~r kwbr 
Excess kwbr, per l:!:Wbr 

4.4 
4.1 
3·3 2,.6 
1·9 

4.6 
4·3 
3 .. 3 
2.6· 
1·9 

4.8· 5.0 5·3 
4.5 4.7 4·9 
3·3 3·3; 3·3 2,.6 2,.6 2.6 
1·9' 1.9' 1·9, 

M1tl1ml:lm. Cbarge: ~e Montbly M1%limum Charge Ghsll be tbe Monthly' CUstomer 
Cbnrge. 

:Bate B 

Demand. Cborge: 

5·7 
5·3 
3.7' 
2.6-
1·9' 

FirGt 20 ltv or leGS b1ll1:c.g d.ema.rld 
.All Excess bilJ jDg d.emand :Per kw' 

$ -$ -$ -$ -$, -$ 
1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 ,1.15 

CUStc:mer and E:c.ergy Cbarge (To Be Added to Demand Cbare;e): 

First 150 kwh%' per kw b1ll1~ dema:ld* 
Dext 150 k'..1lr :per kw' b:J'] iIlg dema.:c.d* 

First 15,000 kwl:Ir, :per lwbr 
Excess kwbr, -per kwbr 

()ver 300 kwbr per kw 0'1: b1ll1~ demand* 

Same as Rate A 

1.25¢ 1.25~ 1.25¢ 1.2~ 1.2~ 1.25¢ 
0·90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 
0.66 0.66 0.66 0.06 0.66, 0.66· 

M1MlmJm Cb&.rge: '!'.be Monthly Mim.mum Charge zhall be $1.00 :per kw ot B1J.l1cg 
Demand. 

* Not less than 20 kw. 

APPLICA:BILrrY, TERRITORY AND SPECIAL CONDI'I!IONS 

Mod.1ty as proposed on Sheet Nos. C-1 thro'l.1,gh e .. 6 o't Exhibit "c" to 
Application No. 52336. 



SCEEDOtE NO. A-I 

RATES 

Demo.nd Cb.erge: 

R.OaES - SOt1rRERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPAM' 

First 200 kw or less or b1ll1l'.lg dems.nd 
Ne~ 1,800 kw or b1ll1:cg dem.e.nd, per kw 
Ne~ 8,000 kw or 'billing demand, per kw 
All excecc kw or 'b1ll1:cg deme.M, :Per kw 

Ellergy Charge (To 'be added to Demo.zld Charge): 
:First 150 ltwbr :per kw or b1lli:cg dem8.Xld: 

First 30,000 kwbr, :Per kwbr 
:aa.J..e.nc:e or kwbr,:per kwbr 

Next 150 kwhr per kw of "o1ll1:o8 deme.:cd, per kwhr 
All exeess kwbr, :per kwbr 

M1n1mum Chsrge: The montbly m1D1mum eb.arge shall 'be the monthJ.y 
Dema.nd. Cbsrge 

SCEEDOLE NO.. A-8 

Demand Cbarge: 
First 5,000 kw or less or bi11i:cg demeJ:ld 
Next 5,000 kw or 'b111i:og demand per kw 
All excess kw of 'b1ll1rJg deme.nd. per kw 

Exlergy Charge (~o be added to DemMd. Charge): 
F1rst 150 kwbr per kw of 'b1ll1:cg de~ 
Next 150 kwhr per kw or 'bi111:cg. demand 
Excesa kw~ :per kwhr 

APPLICABILITY" t TERRITORY AND SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Per~ 
Per Month 

$233.00 
1.00 
.80 
·70 

Per Meter 
Per Month 

$4,500.00 
.. 80 
.10 

Mod.1ty as pro:posed on Sheet No·. c .. 8 or Exh1b1t "CIf to A:p:pl1eat1on 
No. 52336. 

SCHEDULE NO. A-16 

The exist1l:lg sehedule is cancelled and. Withdraw and. the cuctomera are 
transferred to General Service Sebed'Ule No. A-6. 
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RA~S - SOT.1.r!8'ERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CCMI?AN';( 

SCHEIXJ'LES NOS. :0-1. 1) .. 2, D-31 :0-4, :0-5 and n.-6 

RATES 

Charges Per Month 
~ 6 

Customer Charge: $0.90 $1.00 $1.10 $1.20 $1.30 $1.40 

E:oereY Charge ('1'0 'be Added to the Customer Cb8.rge): 
First 60 kt-1hr, per kWh:' 4.4¢ 4.6¢ 
Next 90 kWhr I per kwh%' 3.0 3.2 

4.8¢ 5.Q¢ 5.3¢ 5.7<f, 
3.4 3.6 3.8 4.1 

Next 150 kWhr,. per kwbr 2 .. 3 2.3 
Next 600* kWhr, per kwbr 1.6 1.6· 

2.3 2 .. 3 2.3 2.3: 
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6-

Excess kwbr, per kwhr l.3 1.3 1·3 1 .. 3 1.3 1.3 
M1Dimum Charge: The mOlltb.J:y m.1n:1JmJm charge sha.ll be the monthly Customer Charge 

.)10 'Where the cu..~Qmer o.c of September 10, 1959 hAS an electric 'Water heat1Xlg 
in3tsJ.le.tion c~orm1ng to Rule No. 32, the rate tor mont~ usage 'betwee:l 
300 and 600 kwhr is 1.3¢ pel" kwh:' dU'l:'Ulg the period. September 10, 1969 tbrougb. 
September 91 1972. 

SCEEDOLE NO. 1)..16 

1'he exLst1ng sched.ule is cancelled and 'Wi thdrtMl .IlX).d the c:ustomern are 
traneter.red. to beatic Service Schedule No. :0-6. 

SCHEDULE NO. rM 

Mod1!y as proposed on Sleet No. e-19 .ot E:xbi'bit "e" to Application 
No. 52336. 

Fae1l1t1es CbBrge: 
Per Month 

Per dollar ot 'Utility 1nvestment in walk'IIIlY lightiDg 
tae.1l:Lt1ea ................................... • ' ••• ,.. e· ••• ~............ $ 0.015 

Energy 8lld Lamp Me:f.ntenanee Cho.rge: 
('1'0 be added. to tbe Fo.e1l1ties ChGrge) 

75-~att mereur.1 vapor lamp, per lamp ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ l.15 

Per CUstaner ••••••••• 1'., •••• " ........ '" 1IIt' ••••••••••• ,.. ...... _......... $100.00 



SCEED'OtE NO.. ts ... l 

RATES -
;.amp Size - L'I:lmen8 

IncSJ:ld.escent Lamps 

l,ooo Lumens 
2,,500. Lumens 
1;, 000 Lumens. 
0,000 Lume:c.s 

110 ... 000 Lumens 

21~e\1l'Y' Ve:p¢r Lamps 

7,000 Lumens 
ll,ooo Lumens 
20,000 Lumens 
35,000 Lumens 
55, 000 Lumens 

SCREDT.lU: NO. LS-2 

: 

APPENDD: B 
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Per Le.mp 
Per Month 

$ 2.75 
4.10 
4 •. 85 
5·75· 
8.00 

Per Month : . . : All Nigbt Service: M1~n1gb.t Serviee : 
: ______________________________ :_M~.tlL __ t~1p~1~e~:~~ __ 1_e_s_·_._~~t~1.p_le~:_~ __ ~1e_G~: 

Rate A - ~~ed Serviee 
I 

For ee.eb. kw of: lamp load" per kw $7·50 $6.05 $6~50 

: __________________________________________ ~:_P_er~~~~_P~er~~~t_h~: 

Re.te B ... }/.etered. S4!rvie~ 

Meter Cberge: 
Multiple Se~r.1ce 
Ser:1es Service 

~ers:r Charge (':ro 'be Added to Meter Charge): 
First l50 kwbr :per kw of: lamp lo.aC." per kwbr 
All excess ~" per kwbr 

Rate C ... Ma1ntenaDCe Service - ~t1onal 

$1.15 
9.20 

Mod1:t'y as proposed on Sheet No. e-22 of Exhibit ItC" to Application 
No. 52336. 

A.,'PFLICABILI'I'Y, TERRITORY AND SPEC!AI. CONDITIONS 

Modif"./ as ;proposed. on Sheet No. e-22 of: Exh1bit "e" to A:pp11cat1on 
No.. 52336 .. 



SCEE:WLE NO. Ot-l 

RATES 

L\lm1na1re Charge: 

Mereur.r Vapor 
Lmnp Size 

7,000 Lumen 
20 .. 000 Lumen 

~"D:O: :s 
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RATES - SOUTEERN CALI:FOmr.tA EDISON CCM!?;~"Y 

Per TAmp 
Pex' M.onth 

$4.80. 
7·95 

Pole Charge (to be added to Lumina1re Charge): 

Per Pole 
Per Month 

For each additional new ~ood pole 1neta11ed ••••••••••••••••••• $2.20 

SCBEDOLE NO. P-l 

RATES 

· · : 
· · 

: : EIlergy Ch.e.rge to 'be AClded to 
: Monthly : Service Charge Rcl.te Per ~:br · · 

Horsepor..·er ot 
Conneeted Load 

: Service : tor Monthly Cowt1on ot: 
: Chorgc : First 106 : Next 1 : All Over 200 : 
: Per Hp : ~hr Per Hp : KwhX' p~ Hp : Kwhr Per Hp : 

· · 

2 to 9.9 
10 ~d Over 

1 .. 85¢ 
1 .. 80 

Iv".d:l1ml.ml. Charge: 1'h1! monthlY'm1n1mum charge shD.ll be the montbly Service 
Charge .. 
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SCEEroLE NO. PA-l 

APPENDDC :s 
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RA~ - SOO'l'E:E:::aN CALn'OENIA EDISON COMI?AN'.C 

: : : Energy Cl:l.argc to be Added to : 
: Almu.oJ. : ~ee CbArge Rate Per Kwhr. : 
: Serviee : tor Annual ContNlllOtion of: : : 

Horsepower ot 
: COl:lneeted. Load 

: Charge : F1ret 1000 : N~ 1000· : .All Over 2000 : 
: Per Hp : Kwhr Per Hp : Kwhr :eer Hp: KVbr Per R" : 

2· to 4.9 
5 to 14.9 

15 to 49.9 
50 to 99.9 

100 8lld Over 

$9.50 
8.50 
8.00 
1.50 
1.00 

2.3¢ 
2.1 
2.0 
1·9 
1.8 

1.05¢ 0 •. 68¢ 
1.05 .68· 
1.05- .68 
1.05 .68 
1.05 .. 68 

~ Cho.rge: The a.nnuaJ. m1n:tJnum ellorge shall 'be the Annual Serv1ce Charge. 

SCEEroLE NO. PA .. 2 

RATES 

:>emo.nd Charge 
First 15 ~ or less of billing demand 
.All excess l':W of 'b1lJ.~ dem&:ld, per kw 

Energy Charge ('Xo be added to Dema:tld. Charge) 
F1rst l50 kwhr, ~er kw 01: b1lling dem.tlr1d 

F:trG"t 1;,000 kWhr, p~r kwhr 
ExceDs kwbr I :per kwhr 

Next 150 kwhr, per ktor of b1~ demancl 
.All excess k'w1lr, per kwhX' 

Per Meter 
p~ Mo:oth 

$95.00 
1 .. 00 

1 .. 9O¢ . 
1.20 

V.:1.:c.~ Cha:ge: 'Dle monthly minim1.lm charge sho.ll be the monthJ.y Demo:o.d. Charge 
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SCEEtOLE NO. TC-l 

RATES 

Cuctomer Charge: 

APPENDJX 13 
Page 7 of 7 

RA~S .. SOUTl3ERN CALIFOBNIA EDISON COMPAlr.! 

Energy Cllarge (~o be a.dded to Custaner Charge): 
:Firat 100 kwhr, per kwhr 
All excesa kwhr, per kwhr 

, 

"e 

Per Meter 
Per Month 

$1.25 

~ CheJ:ge: The montb.l.y m1n1tlum charge shell be the mo:at~ CUBtQmer 
Cb.a.rge. 

A'f1Pr:!J::.ABn:s..TY I TERRITORY PJ:m SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Mod.11'y as preposed. on Sheet No .. C-27 or Exhibit "c" to Application 
No. 52336. 

P.O'LE NO.2 

Modify as propoaed on Sheet No. c-28 or Exhibit "e" to A:ppl1eo.t1on 
No. 52336. , 
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D. W. HOLMES, COMMISSIONER, Concurring: 

The S pereent inerease in wage expense for test year 

1972 allowed by this order should not be eonsiaered a minimum, 

but the maximum 1972 wage increase this Commission will 

allow Edison to recapture in rates. We expeet that Edison~s 

management will by its prudence and skill avoid approaching 

this Commission for any further rate increases arisin~.from 

wage cost increases. 

c: 
~ .. 

Dated at San Franciseo, California, 
June lS, 1971. 


